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Enter the world of Livyn, the comfortable quality fl oors with the natural look and feel of wood and all the practical 
benefi ts of a synthetic material. An exquisite collection which has all the qualities of a Quick.Step® classic.
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discover

THE BENEFITS OF LIVYN FLOORS

SCRATCH-RESISTANT AND QUIET

Livyn is scratch-resistant which means your fl oor can take a 
knock or two.

The quiet and comfortable walking experience of Livyn is 
another important advantage. These soft fl oors reduce step 
noise and increase the comfort of your home. 

KID PROOF

It's important that a busy home can be kept clean easily. 
Livyn has a sealed surface and a protective PU coating to 
stop dirt and stains. Coffee, fruit juice or jam: just wipe the 
fl oor clean.

In addition, the strong and durable surface layer make Livyn 
fl oors ideal for spaces which are used intensively. This new 
premium fl oor is so strong that Quick.Step® gives at least 20 
years warranty!
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WARM CHARACTER

These new fl oors new fl oors 
not only feel cosy and warm, 
they are also soft and you'll 
be tempted to walk around 
barefoot once your fl oor is 
installed. 

Livyn is also a good thermal 
conductor which means it's 
perfectly suited for under 
fl oor heating and/or cooling. 
Comfort guaranteed!

100% WATERPROOF

Livyn is made of high-quality 
synthetic material which means 
the fl oor is waterproof. These 
fl oors are consequently ideal for 
bathrooms and kitchens where 
they need to be resistant to wet 
conditions. 

GREAT FOR RENOVATIONS

Livyn fl oors are thin and fl exible 
which means they can easily be 
laid on top of existing, level fl oor 
coverings. This will save you a lot of 
removal effort and let you renovate 
your space without any hassle.
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discover

WHATMAKES A QUICK. STEP
®

LIVYN

TRENDY DESIGNS A COMPLETE RANGE  INNOVATIVE FINISH 

We closely follow developments 
in fashion, architecture and 
interior design passionately, 
and translate what we see into 
leading, trendy fl oor designs.

For the new Livyn Essential collection 
we have created a range of fl oors with 
colours and wood characters to meet a 
variety of tastes. We have also chosen 
an elegant plank format that enhances 
the wood patterns even more.

Thanks to the matching surface 
structures, we can emphasize the 
character of the plank in even more 
detail. Our innovative edge fi nish 
technique allows us to increase or 
reduce the authentic plank effect in 
accordance with the specifi c wood 
character of the fl oor. For example, 
darker grooves highlight the weathered 
character of your fl oor while lighter 
grooves can soften the appearance. 

1. 2. 3.
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FLOOR SO UNIQUE?

EASE OF INSTALLATION PREMIUM QUALITY UNIQUE TOTAL PACKAGE

In 1997 we were the fi rst 
manufacturer to market a glue-free, 
integrated click system for laminate 
fl oors: Uniclic®. This revolutionary 
click system has since been 
patented worldwide and has gone 
on to win a host of international 
awards. It's no coincidence that 
many professional installers continue 
to rely on this innovative installation 
technique. The Livyn Essential Click 
V4 collection also offers the benefi ts 
of this innovative click system.   

Quick. Step® is all about premium quality. 
Technical tests are performed at our own 
research centre to guarantee the strictest 
quality requirements are applied, ensuring 
our fl oors can withstand all conditions. For 
this reason Quick. Step® can offer a minimum 
20 years warranty on its Livyn collection. 

Not many other fl oor specialists 
can deliver the same total service 
as Quick. Step®. Our service not 
only includes the fl oor but also the 
installation tools, matching skirting 
boards, profi les and a maintenance 
kit. So we can guarantee the total 
quality of your fl oor. In addition, 
Quick. Step® experts in retail 
shops can give you the best tips 
for the installation, fi nish and 
maintenance of your fl oor.  

4. 5. 6.
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discover

Natural

PURE

IINSPIRING LIFESTYLES WITH LIVYN
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The versatility of Livyn will fascinate you and these fl oors are the perfect foundation for every 
type of interior. Step inside and let these attractive combinations inspire you. 

Vibrant

CHARMING
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discover

CLASSIC OAK LIGHT BEIGE – REF. 001 (WITHOUT GROOVES)

Livyn has a strong, durable surface layer which makes it extremely suitable for spaces that receive a lot of traffi c.
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DON’T FORGET 
For a seamless transition 
between your fl oor and 
the walls, Quick. Step® has 
matching skirting boards 
in the same colour as your 
fl oor and with a matching 
structure (see page 36). 

CÉRUSÉ OAK DARK GREY BROWN – REF. 006 (WITH GROOVES)

The lined and matt structure of the Cérusé oak provides a soft and sleek look. 

CÉRUSÉ OAK DARK GREY BROWN 
REF. 006 (WITH GROOVES)

PURE
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CÉRUSÉ OAK LIGHT BEIGE – REF. 005 (WITH GROOVES)

Admire and feel the natural elements in the earthly  colours, the raw materials ... and the fl oor. The delicate lines of Cérusé oak create 
a relaxed atmosphere in your home. The elegant V-grooves have the same colour as the fl oor strips, which softens the fl oor's 
character.

Natural
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discover

CLASSIC OAK BROWN – REF. 011 (WITH GROOVES)

This reclaimed oak has the look and feel of a weathered wooden fl oor with exquisite knots, cracks and even worm holes. 
On the other hand, this fl oor has a soft step and is extremely quiet. In other words, the dream fl oor for your bedroom.
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Remember
Livyn also has a warm feel and it's perfectly suited 
for under fl oor heating and/or cooling.

CLASSIC OAK GREY BROWN – REF. 003 (WITH GROOVES)

The grey brown classic oak fl oor creates an inviting atmosphere thanks to its stylish wood 
structure and makes a classic interior like this one even more charming.

CLASSIC OAK GREY BROWN – REF. 003 (WITH GROOVES)
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discover

PATINA OAK NATURAL – REF. 009 (WITH GROOVES)

The rustic planks of Patina oak have saw cuts and cracks to create a distinctive 
look. The light, matt patina effect softens the fl oor's appearance. 
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Remember
Accidents can happen. Quick. Step® Livyn fortunate-
ly has a sealed surface which means dirt cannot 
penetrate into the fl oor and you are able to clean 
the fl oor with water. 

RECLAIMED OAK LIGHT GREY – REF. 010 (WITH GROOVES)

The V-grooves create attractive contrasts and enhance the weathered character of the fl oor.

RECLAIMED OAK LIGHT GREY – REF. 010 (WITH GROOVES)
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discover

CLASSIC OAK GREY NATURAL – REF. 002 (WITH GROOVES)

Your kitchen is always bright with the natural oak pattern of Classic oak. The attractively 
balanced wood lines have a tactile surface structure to give the fl oor more depth. 
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Remember
The waterproof Livyn fl oors are espe-
cially suitable for bathrooms. 

WALNUT GREY – REF. 012 (WITH GROOVES)PATINA OAK LIGHT WHITE – REF. 007 (WITH GROOVES)

The Patina oak is a real eye-catcher with its interplaying lines. A subtle gloss in the 
right places highlights the softly weathered wood structure even more. 

CHARMING

PATINA OAK LIGHT WHITE – REF. 007 (WITH GROOVES)
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WALNUT DARK – REF. 013 (WITH GROOVES)

WALNUT DARK – REF. 013 (WITH GROOVES)

The typical wood grain structure and glossy coating give the warm colour scheme 
of the Walnut dark and the Merbau fl oors even more style.
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MERBAU – REF. 015 (WITH GROOVES)

Vibrant
Livyn fl oors by Quick. Step® offer a solid foundation for a playful, contemporary mix of designs. 
Their durable surface layer ensures a long life while your interior continues to evolve.
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discover

PAINTED OAK LIGHT WHITE – REF. 016 (WITH GROOVES)

Accessories and furniture with salvage look are all the fashion. 
The Painted oak fl oor brings the same original wood appearance to your home. 
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Remember
Footprints are wiped away easily on Livyn fl oors 
which are easy to clean.  

Are you curious to know how your interior 
would look with Livyn by Quick.Step® ? Visit 
www.quick-step.com today and try our online 
fl oor advisor! Upload a photo of your interior, 
select your favourite fl oor and see which fl oor 
best fi ts your own interior! 

CLASSIC OAK BLACK – REF. 004 (WITH GROOVES) PATINA OAK LIGHT GREY – REF. 008 (WITH GROOVES)

QUICK. STEP®

FLOOR
ADVISOR
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choose

THE LIVYN ESSENTIAL COLLEC

Quick. Step® presents the new Livyn Essential collection: luxury fl oors with a unique, expressive structure. Each of these 
fl oors radiates its own mood thanks to the real life details, their tactile structure and fascinating colour variations. 
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TION: FLOORS TO BE PROUD OF

The collection boasts fi fteen different looks. 
On the following pages you can discover which fl oor best meets your specifi c needs.
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DISCOVER THE COMPLETE LIVYN 

PATINA OAK LIGHT WHITE P 21 – REF. 007 

CLASSIC OAK NATURAL  P 20 – REF. 002 

CLASSIC OAK GREY BROWN P 17 – REF. 003 

PAINTED OAK LIGHT WHITE P 24 – REF. 016 

PATINA OAK NATURAL P 18 – REF. 009 

RECLAIMED OAK BROWN P 16 – REF. 011 

CÉRUSÉ OAK LIGHT BEIGE P 15 – REF. 005

CLASSIC OAK LIGHT BEIGE P 12 – REF. 001 

CLASSIC OAK BLACK P 25 – REF. 004
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ESSENTIAL COLLECTION

PATINA OAK LIGHT GREY P 25 – REF. 008 

WALNUT GREY P 21 – REF. 012 

MERBAU P 23 – REF. 015

RECLAIMED OAK LIGHT GREY P 19 – REF. 010 

CÉRUSÉ OAK DARK GREY BROWN P 13 – REF. 006 

WALNUT DARK P 22 – REF. 013 

WITH V-GROOVES (V4)

WITHOUT V-GROOVES

You can choose between a 
fi nish with V-grooves (V4) or 
without V-grooves around the 
fl oor strips. V-grooves around 
the fl oor strips create a spa-
cious perspective in your room 
and enhances the authen-
tic plank effect. The version 
without grooves is perfect for 
streamlined interiors. 
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HOW TO CHOOSE?

Fast installation

Quick.Step® Livyn fl oors are laid in a jiffy thanks to the 
patented Uniclic® system. With this handy tongue and 
groove system you can lay the fl oor planks with a single 
'click' and without any glue or other materials. 

A passion for quality

The power of the Uniclic® system lies in the horizontal and vertical 
locking of the plank to prevent differences in height. On the 
other hand, this ingenious and solid click system not only lets 
you tilt and click the panels into place, but also allows you to 
insert them horizontally in places which are diffi cult to reach. 

CLICKCLICK

Watch the installation demo on our website www.quick-step.com

WITH 4 GROOVES ESSENTIAL CLICK V4 138.6 cm x 17.8 cm x 4 mm
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You can use the traditional laying method if you want. All 
you have to do is choose the gluing version. This method 
does not require expansion joints and skirting boards. 

GLUESGLUES

Essential Pro is available with an extra thick surface layer for 
professional spaces (e.g. stores, surgeries or offi ce spaces) with a large 
foot fall.  

 ESSENTIAL

 ESSENTIAL PRO

139.3 cm x 18.5 cm x 2 mm

139.3 cm x 18.5 cm x 2.5 mm

139.3 cm x 18.5 cm x 2 mm ESSENTIAL V4

PROFESSIONAL USE

You can fi nd a detailed overview of the different versions in the order guide on page 39.

WITHOUT GROOVES

WITH 4 GROOVES

WITHOUT GROOVES

Class 32: Norm under construction
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GETTING STARTED

SOLUTIONS FOR INSTALLATION, 

INSTALLATION
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FINISHING AND MAINTENANCE

FINISHING

MAINTENANCE

Now you've chosen the Livyn  fl oor that best fi ts your needs, Quick. Step® is ready to help you with the installation, fi nishing and maintenance. 
Your new premium fl oor deserves the best care so you can continue to enjoy it for years to come.
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GETTING STARTED

HOW DO YOU INSTALL A QUICK. 

Thanks to the extremely handy and world-
famous Uniclic® system by Quick. Step® you 
simply click the fl exible fl oor strips together. 

For an extra level subfl oor and to guarantee 
the quality of your fl oor, we recommend that 
you fi rst lay Quick. Step® Livyn underlay.

Why use Quick. Step® Livyn 
underlay ?
  It levels

Helps prevent irregularities 
and pressure marks;

  Permanently sound-absorbing
It's top quality and maintains its 
original thickness, which means it 
reduces footfall noise for years;

  Ideal for Uniclic®

The smooth surface prevents bits 
of the underlay from getting stuck 
in between the Uniclic® profi le;

  Extra stability thanks to the 
integrated non-slip layer;

 Waterproof;

  Perfectly suitable for fl oor heating.

Have you chosen a fl oor with the Uniclic® system or will you be gluing the planks ?

CLICKINGCLICKING

QSTOOL QSVUDL10

CONTENTS: 1 ROLL= 10 m² - THICKNESS: 1.55 mm 
CONTENTS: The Quick. Step® tapping block, adjustable 
spacers to make sure you get the expansion joints right, 
a metal crowbar - very handy in all situations.
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QSVGLUE15

.STEP
®

LIVYN FLOOR?

If you prefer to glue your fl oor, the  
Quick. Step® range now also includes a 
special glue for Livyn fl oors, the Quick. Step® 
Livyn glue. This glue is of the highest 
quality and was specially developed in 
conjunction with the glue specialist Soudal.  

Why use Quick. Step® Livyn glue ?

  Perfectly suitable for under
fl oor heating and/or cooling;

  Spreads easily, guarantees fast adhesion 
AND also offers the highest strength;

  Doesn't run out after spreading and 
provides the best dimensional stability 
in the market despite its elasticity;

  Prevents gaps in the fl oor caused 
by temperature differences;

  Damp-proof and therefore 
ideal for a Livyn fl oor.

Either way Quick. Step® has the right accessories.

For best results (clicking or gluing), always start with a level subfl oor. Make sure it's completely dry, dust-free and 
grease-free. For more advice about preparing and installing your fl oor, visit www.quick-step.com or visit one of the 
Quick. Step® sales outlets.

GLUES GLUES 

CONTENTS: 15 kg = FOR GLUING 50 m²
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240cm x 1cm x 5.5cm

QSVSKR(-)

GETTING STARTED

YOUR QUICK. STEP
®

LIVYN FLOOR 

Matching Quick. Step® skirting boards 
provide the perfect fi nish for your fl oor.  

  The perfect match for your fl oor
Skirting boards with a matching 
wood structure are available for every 
Quick. Step® Livyn fl oor. The colour and 
gloss level are specially designed for 
your fl oor and create a real wood look;

 Watertight
 The skirting boards are watertight  
 just like the Livyn fl oor strips;

 Scratch-resistant
 The skirting boards have a scratch-  
 resistant protective layer so they can take  
 the rough and tumble of everyday life;

  Easy to lay
 To hide the expansion joints when 
using Essential Click V4 fl oors, use the 
Quick. Step® Livyn standard skirting 
board which can easily be glued to the 
wall with Quick. Step® One4All glue.

SKIRTING BOARDSSKIRTING BOARDS

QSGLUE290

FOR SKIRTING BOARDS & PROFILES
The multi-purpose One4all glue 
has been specially developed to 
fi x skirting boards to walls fast 
and easily. You can also use it 
to install profi les. Always make 
sure the surface is dry, dust-free 
and grease-free, and refrain 
from using too much glue. 

CONTENTS: 290 ml
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DESERVES A PERFECT FINISH

With the super strong aluminium Quick. Step® profi les 
you can level up different height differences and let your 
Livyn fl oor transition smoothly on to any other type of 
fl oor or fi nish the fl oor against a window or wall.

The aluminium profi le can be used in different ways and is 
available in three different colours: gold, silver and bronze.  

The benefi ts of Quick•Step® Multifunctional

  Multifunctional
Overcomes heights from 0 - 12.3mm
Different applications in a single product:
- Adapter profi le
- Expansion profi le

 Strong and Resilient
 The profi le is strong and highly scratch-resistant.

PROFILESPROFILES

Quick•Step® Multifunctional 
(QSPRSILV, QSPRBRON, QSPRGOLD)

Silver, bronze or gold
Dimensions: 1860mm x 46,9mm x 10mm
Content: 2 plastic rails - 1 aluminum profi le
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QSCLEANINGKIT

GETTING STARTED

EASY TO MAINTAIN
The day has come when your Quick.Step® Livyn 
fl oor is installed and fi nished with the necessary 
skirting boards and profi les. All you need to do 
now is keep it clean. 

Carefree enjoyment
Quick. Step® Livyn fl oors and skirting boards are very easy to 
clean thanks to the sealed, hygienic surface layer. They are 
completely waterproof so you can clean them with a wet cloth.

The easy-to-use Quick. Step® maintenance kit can help 
you with this chore. This kit comes with a mop holder 
with an easily adjustable handle, a washable microfi bre 
cloth and the Quick. Step® Clean cleaning product.

Also available separately:

  Quick.Step® Cleaning mop QSCLEANINGMOP
  Quick.Step® Cleaning product 750 ml QSCLEANING750
  Quick.Step® Cleaning product 2 L QSCLEANING2000
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ESSENTIAL ESSENTIAL V4 ESSENTIAL PRO ESSENTIAL CLICK V4

INSTALLATION

GROOVE WITHOUT 
GROOVES

WITH 4 
GROOVES

WITHOUT 
GROOVES

WITH 4 
GROOVES

APPLICATION

RESIDENTIAL/
LIGHT 

COMMERCIAL 
(CLASS 32)

RESIDENTIAL/
LIGHT 

COMMERCIAL 
(CLASS 32)

HEAVY 
COMMERCIAL/
INDUSTRIAL USE 
(CLASSES 34/43)

RESIDENTIAL/LIGHT 
COMMERCIAL 

(CLASS 32)

PLANK DIMENSIONS (cm) 139.3 cm x 18.5 cm 139.3 cm x 18.5 cm 139.3 cm x 18.5 cm 138.6 cm x 17.8 cm

TOTAL THICKNESS (mm) 2 mm 2 mm 2,5 mm 4 mm

PACK 
= 15 
= 3.87 m²
= 14.6 kg

= 15 
= 3.87 m²
= 14.6 kg

= 13 
= 3.35 m²
= 15.7 kg

= 9 
= 2.22 m²
= 16.6 kg

PALLET 
= 48 
= 185.55 m²
= 729 kg

= 48 
= 185.55 m²
= 729 kg

= 48 
= 160.81 m²
= 784 kg

= 56 
= 124.34 m²
= 959 kg

WARRANTY*

  

QUICK. STEP® LIVYN STANDARD SKIRTING BOARD

CLASSIC OAK LIGHT BEIGE ESS001 ESV001 ESP001 ESC001 QSVSKR20001MD240

CLASSIC OAK NATURAL ESS002 ESV002 ESP002 ESC002 QSVSKR20002MD240

CLASSIC OAK GREY BROWN ESS003 ESV003 ESP003 ESC003 QSVSKR20003MD240

CLASSIC OAK BLACK ESS004 ESV004 ESP004 ESC004 QSVSKR20004MD240

CÉRUSÉ OAK LIGHT BEIGE ESS005 ESV005 ESP005 ESC005 QSVSKR20005MD240

CÉRUSÉ OAK DARK GREY BROWN ESS006 ESV006 ESP006 ESC006 QSVSKR20006MD240

PATINA OAK LIGHT WHITE ESS007 ESV007 ESP007 ESC007 QSVSKR20007MD240

PATINA OAK LIGHT GREY ESS008 ESV008 ESP008 ESC008 QSVSKR20008MD240

PATINA OAK NATURAL ESS009 ESV009 ESP009 ESC009 QSVSKR20009MD240

RECLAIMED OAK LIGHT GREY ESS010 ESV010 ESP010 ESC010 QSVSKR20010MD240

RECLAIMED OAK BROWN ESS011 ESV011 ESP011 ESC011 QSVSKR20011MD240

WALNUT GREY ESS012 ESV012 ESP012 ESC012 QSVSKR20012MD240

WALNUT DARK ESS013 ESV013 ESP013 ESC013 QSVSKR20013MD240

MERBAU ESS015 ESV015 ESP015 ESC015 QSVSKR20015MD240

PAINTED OAK LIGHT WHITE ESS016 ESV016 ESP016 ESC016 QSVSKR20016MD240

ACCESSORIES * PIECES (PC) PACK PALLET 

ORDER CODE ORDER 
UNIT

DIMENSIONS 
(mm)

WEIGHT 
(kg)

VOLUME
(m3)

#
PIECES

DIMENSIONS 
(mm)

WEIGHT 
(kg)

VOLUME
(m3)

#
PIECES

DIMENSIONS 
(mm)

WEIGHT 
(kg)

VOLUME
(m3)

Underlay QSVUDL10 (1,55 mm) 1 ROL 10 m² 15.5 0.023 40 1200 x 800 x 1160 619 1.536

QS Glue QSVGLUE15 1 225 x Ø 305 15 0.016 33 1200 x 800 x 800 558.85 0.768

Matching skirting QSVSKR(-) 6 2400 x 10 x 55 0.68 0.0013 6 2410 x 67 x 61 4.18 0.01 136x6=816 2410 x1000 x 670 656 1.6147

Profi le QSPRSILV 1 1860x46.9x10 0.75 0.00087 1 1860x60x10 0.85 0.0011 20x25=500 1900X950X430 470 0.77615

Profi le QSPRGOLD 1 1860x46.9x10 0.75 0.00087 1 1860x60x10 0.85 0.0011 20x25=500 1900X950X430 470 0.77615

Profi le QSPRBRON 1 1860x46.9x10 0.75 0.00087 1 1860x60x10 0.85 0.0011 20x25=500 1900X950X430 470 0.77615

Clean Kit QSCLEANINGKIT 4 820 x 117 x 75 1.25 0.007 4 830 x 240 x 160 5.3 0.032 100 1200 x 800 x 890 140 0.94

Mop QSCLEANINGMOP 6 460 x 125 x 10 0.046 0.0006 6 476 x 266 x 117 0.742 0.015 9 x 36=324 1200 x 800 x 1200 55 1.152

Cleaning 750 ml QSCLEANING750 6 270 x Ø 72 0.831 0.001 6 275 x 230 x 150 5.131 0.009 4 x 144= 576 1200 x 800 x 1200 493 1.152

Cleaning 2L QSCLEANING2000 3 252 x 181 x 85 2.231 0.0039 3 257 x 255 x 185 6.84 0.012 4 x 57=228 1200 x 800 x 1128 370 1.083

QS One 4 all glue QSGLUE290 12 230 x Ø 50 0.513 0.00058 12 160 x 210 x 245 6.296 0.00823 1200 800 x 1200 x 1130 654.6 1.0848

Installation kit QSTOOL 10 394 x 139 x 60 0.968 0.0033 10 591 x 436 x 115 10.18 0.0296 320 1200 x 872 x 1070 337.76 1.1197

* The use of accessories other than genuine Quick. Step® accessories can damage your Quick. Step® fl oor. In this case, the warranty offered by Quick. Step® will no longer be valid. 
We advise you to only use Quick. Step® accessories that are especially designed and tested for use with Quick. Step® fl oor panels.

Class 32: Norm under construction
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 QUICK.STEP® FLOOR ADVISOR

Curious to know how Livyn would look in 
your home? Try our online fl oor advisor: 
upload a photo, select your favourite fl oor 
and see which fl oor best fi ts your interior!

@QuickStepFloor

www.facebook.com/QuickStepFloors
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